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Abstract. According to their traditional classification, the Jinuo’s community forests consisted of wa-
tershed forest, auspicious forest, sacred forest, shellac forest, village/clan boundary forest, fire protection
forest, burial forest and swidden fallow forest. Every type of forest was managed through traditional regu-
lations. The village or clan headman and his assistant were the representatives to implement the traditional
management system. Because it was popular with local villagers and there was strict punishment of of-
fenders, the management system was effective. In recent years, the constantly changing forest management
policies has not helped either to preserve biodiversity, or to develop forestry. Instead, forest ecosystems
have been destroyed. After studying the community forests in the Jinuo community, the authors strongly
recommend that the indigenous forest management system be strengthened. Modern forestry policy itself
cannot implement sustainable, productive forestry and conserve biodiversity unless it is combined with the
indigenous management system of the community.
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Introduction

The significance of traditional agroecosystems in the conservation of biodiversity
has been recognized by many scientists (Posey 1982; Altieri 1987; McNeely, 1989;
Hanson et al. 1991; Lohmann 1991; Pimentel et al. 1992; Herzog 1998). Most of
the biodiversity on the earth exists in our vast managed agricultural and forest eco-
systems. In recent years, scientists have learned to respect the wisdom inherent in
many traditional practices. If traditional practice is developed as part of an over-
all system of conservation-oriented management, it can continue to make a valuable
contribution to the total agricultural productivity of a region and can contribute to the
biodiversity conservation in the agroecosystem. In fact, it is the indigenous people
who have defended forests and biodiversity in their traditional agroecosystems for
many generations. However, traditional agroecosystems are under threat in virtually
all parts of the world. Research to improve forest management has been a mainstay
of forest science, which focuses on the study of trees. People often have not been
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central to its deliberations. The last 30 years, however, has seen major changes in
society’s environmental expectations. If forest science is to address the problems of
yesterday, today and tomorrow, a new research agenda must embrace all the rela-
tionships between forests and society, biodiversity and people. Community forest-
ry, the relationship between forests and society, has drawn more attention in recent
decades. Indigenous forest management in swidden agroecosystems has been stud-
ied in the neighboring areas of Xishuangbanna (for example, Thailand) (Kunstadter
et al. 1978; Kunstadter 1990; Schmidt-Vogt 1998). Community forest has existed
in China for centuries. Its management, however, is a relatively new field of study
in modern China. This paper argues the indigenous community forest management
in Jinuo society in Xishuangbanna, Yunnan Province, southwest China. The Jinuo’s
agriculture, which is still a typical swidden farming and represents a general agricul-
ture in southern Yunnan, has been commonly believed a degrading land use and caus-
ing deforestation, species erosion and ecological degradation by policy makers and
scientists. Our studies in Jinuo society provide different perception of forest manage-
ment in traditional agroecosystems and will be useful for making policies to manage
and use land, forests and other natural resources.

Materials

The research area

Xishuangbanna is a tropical region. Climatically and ecologically it is called ‘Hot
Land’ in China. It borders with Laos and Myanmar (Burma). With more than 5000
species of higher plants and 758 vertebrate species (Long 1995a; Li 1996), in China
Xishuangbanna is known as ‘the Bright Pearl in the Plant and Animal Realm’. The
research area, 100◦55′33′′ to 101◦14′45′′ E, 20◦53′11′′ to 22◦9′59′′ N, is the Jinuo
community (or Jinuoshan), a township in Xishuangbanna (Figure 1). It is dominated
by the Jinuo people, a small ethnic group in tropical China. It connects with two
sections of the Xishuangbanna biosphere reserve. Historically, part of the reserve
belonged to the community. The Jinuo people have been collecting non-timber forest
products, hunting and practicing agriculture in the reserve for a long time.

The Jinuo are one of the indigenous nationalities in Xishuangbanna, with a popu-
lation of only 18 000. Like other ethnic groups in the mountainous regions of southern
Yunnan, the Jinuo traditionally practice swidden cultivation or slash-and-burn agri-
culture, while hunting and gathering provides them with supplementary food and
other materials. They also raise livestock and poultry. Swidden fields are the main
source of subsistence food, vegetables, edible oil and fiber.

In the traditional shifting cultivation of the Jinuo community, people divided their
forest land into 13 parcels essentially equal quality (13 is an auspicious number in
Jinuo culture). Swidden cultivators rotated their use of each parcel so as to have, at
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Figure 1. Sketch-map showing the location of Jinuo community, the study site in Xishuangbanna, Yunnan
province, southwest China.

minimum, a 13-year fallow (Long et al. 1999). After a fallow stage of about 12 years,
the swidden lands would again be covered by forest in the tropical environment,
namely, swidden fallow forest.

The Jinuo have their own spoken language, but no written language. Their history
and culture are recorded by oral description through many generations. Formerly, the
Jinuo used ‘plant letters’ to communicate. Different plant parts and different species
indicated different meanings. For instance, a green leaf of Ficus altissima with a red
chilli pepper represented that a young man/woman told his/her girlfriend/boyfriend
their love between them was fire-liking hot and could be everlasting like the fig trees.
Nowadays, only a few old persons still use ‘plant letters’.

The Jinuo practice a polytheistic religion. They worship their ancestors. They
believe all things have been endowed with a soul and spirit. There are many
totems and taboos in the Jinuo society. Cutting of big fig trees (Ficus spp.), for ex-
ample, is commonly taboo. Hunting wild buffalo (Bos gaurus redei) and a horse-
like deer (Muntiacus munjak vaginalis) are also taboo, in most Jinuo groups. Water
Gourd (Lagenaria siceraria) is the Jinuo’s totem, which is connected to ancestor
worship.
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Policies influencing forest management

At the liberation of China in 1949, all land, including forest land was claimed by
the state. Forested areas have undergone rapid redefinition of property rights and
levels of management since 1949. In the 1950s when the nationwide land reform
policy was carried out, about two thirds of all forest land was allocated to individual
households. By the end of the 1950s, although most forest land had been absorbed
first into agricultural cooperatives and later into the larger communes, households still
retained fragmented pieces of forest for their own use. During the Cultural Revolution
(1966–1976), when all personal use of land was denounced as the ‘tail of capitalism’
and claimed by the commune, most peasants in China lost their household forest land
to the commune.

In the early 1980s, the Chinese central government issued two very important
policies on land and forest reforms, called ‘Household Responsibility System’ and
‘Three Forests’. Following the economic reforms, and the reallocation of agricultural
land to households by contract, forest land was also distributed to villages under
a variety of tenure arrangements. The central government had recognized that the
general policy directive specified that forest property rights should be stabilized to
provide for forest production and protection. County governments were the critical
level for deciding how general policy guidelines should be implemented at the village
level. Villages today may have a combination of collective forest land, household
forest land, and household contract land, in addition to household land for planting
crops for subsistence. In mountain areas, such as in Xishuangbanna, each village
household has also been allocated swidden land, based on household population at
the time of land division (1983–1984) (Sturgeon 1996).

Methods

Field surveys were conducted in Jinuo community from 1995 to 1998. In to-
tal eight field trips were carried out in the villages. The socioeconomic database
was developed through semi-structured interviews following Wang (1996, p. 16).
The people who were interviewed included regional and community officials, lo-
cal people including village and clan headmen, old persons, women, and farm-
ers working in the forests. Participatory rural appraisal methods (Long and Wang
1996a) were used to construct folk classification of forests, landuse, farmer’s cal-
endar, time line (historical events related to resource management), and common
property categories (different resources and property belonging to the whole vil-
lage or clan). Villagers were interviewed to learn more about the socioeconomic
factors contributing to their decision to create or maintain forests in their areas.
Key informants were used to assess, among other factors, local people’s perception
of the forest.
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Results

Classification and management system of community forests

According to the customary boundary of the Jinuo’s territory, there are three catego-
ries of forests: nature reserve, state forest, and community forest. Community forest
is the most complicated forest category in the Jinuo society. Based on the folk clas-
sification system, the community forest can be classified into eight types, according
to their functions. These are watershed forest, auspicious forest, sacred forest, shellac
forest, village boundary forest, fire protection forest, burial forest, and swidden-fal-
low forest. Auspicious forest here means small scales of forests used for geomancy,
aesthetic, ornamental or fengshui purposes by the Jinuo people. About 40 years ago,
two types of forests, timber forest, fuelwood forest, are added to the Jinuo’s commu-
nity forest (Table 1). Ten types of forests listed as above are usually common forest
property belonging to the village or a clan. Only five types of community forests,
shellac forest, fire protection forest, swidden-fallow forest, timber forest, and fuel-
wood forest are directly related to swidden cultivation. The others (watershed forest,
auspicious forest, sacred forest, village boundary forest, and burial forest), however,
are functionally parts of the swidden agroecosystem in the community, because they
are the germplasm banks of swidden lands and will lead to vegetation succession and
regeneration. These forests also play an important role in the sustainability of the
whole agroecosystem, taken the community as one ecosystem.

Corresponding to the folk classification system of the Jinuo’s community for-
ests, the indigenous management systems have many implications. It is necessary
here to explain the traditional social system of the Jinuo community. Some 45 years
ago, the Jinuo were still organized as patriarchal clan communes, having evolved
from the primitive family commune. The Dai nationality, which was the majority in
Xishuangbanna, politically governed the whole prefecture and took the leadership
at that time. There were boundaries between the territories of Dai and Jinuo. The
inspection of the boundaries between Dai and Jinuo would be held every year with
the participation of a Dai representative, the Jinuo clan headman, and the head of the
Jinuo commune. The commune head, or Nai in Jinuo language, was designated by
the Dai Governor. The eldest man in a Jinuo village or clan was the village or clan
headman, called Ashiu or Youbao. The assistant to Ashiu, called Louba, played an
important role to implement the headman’s decision. Traditional forest management
and other issues were carried out under the supervision of the Nai, and the Ashiu,
and his assistant, the Louba. The Nai looked after the Jinuo commune as a whole,
while the Ashius and Loubas managed production, livelihood, religious and cultural
activities in their own villages or clans. Resource management, especially the forest
resource management, was one of the most significant topics for discussion of the
Jinuo headmen and their assistants in traditional Jinuo society. As mentioned above,
the Jinuo have practiced shifting cultivation for hundreds of years. Forest land is their
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Table 1. Inventory of community forests in Jinuo society.

No. Name Local Name Location Function Management

1 Watershed
forest

Yikuomou Valleys near
villages

Water supply Carefully conserved

2 Auspicious
forest

Yokuazele,
zuomi-azele

Along travelled
roads,
Surrounding
village

Providing
pleasing
walking
& living
conditions

Conserved by
customary
regulations

3 Sacred forest Chu Tops of ridges
and hills

Religious
believes

Carefully conserved

4 Shellac
forest

Budu-ake Swidden fallow Shellac harvest To manage lac
host tree under
headmen’s
instructions

5 Village
boundary
forest

Village and clan
boundaries

Territory
limitation

Preserved by folk
rules

6 Fire pro-
tection
forest

Swidden field
borders

Fire protection Managed by the
owners

7 Burial forest Hrudu North of a
village

Worship
ancestors

Conserved by the
eldest women

8 Timber
forest

Zuokele-diaoyo Well-regenerated
swidden
fallow

Timber
production

Managed by both
local government
and village
headman

9 Fuelwood
forest

Mizuo-diaoyo Swidden fallow
near village

Fuelwood
collection

Managed by village
leader and clan
headman

10 Swidden-
fallow
forest

Xiaogsuo Swidden fallow Next swidden
cultivation

Managed by village
heads

main source of food and other products. Every year, the Jinuo Ashius and Loubas
would decide where to clear, what to cultivate, and when to grow and harvest crops.
Indigenous knowledge was accumulated by the Jinuo for generations. The traditional
regulations and folk laws made by the Nais, Ashius and Loubas have been used for
the management of community forests for hundreds of years. In addition, there were
many taboos and totems of forests and trees, which are very helpful for commu-
nity forest management. The ten community forest categories, as listed above, are
described as follows according to their indigenous management systems.

Watershed forest
There is a watershed forest in every Jinuo village. It is a kind of traditional community
forest in Jinuo society. Today, most of the water for human and livestock consumption
and for irrigation in the Jinuo community still comes from the watershed forests.
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Watershed forests are usually located in small stream valleys near villages and cov-
er both sides of a stream valley to a width of 50–100 m. In the case of small, but
important, subwatersheds, a watershed forest can protect the whole subwatershed.
Traditionally, the Jinuo villagers regarded their watershed forests as sacred and the
trees that grew here were carefully conserved. Recognizing the importance of water-
shed forests to water supply, the Jinuo nowadays still protect most of their watershed
forests in the community through traditional laws or regulations.

Auspicious forest
The auspicious forests in Jinuo community are located along well-travelled roads
or surrounded a village. These forests provided villagers with aesthetically pleasing
environment, shade, and comfortable walking and living conditions. An auspicious
forest usually extended 100–150 m from the margin of the village, or extended several
meters from a road.

Auspicious forests are conserved by the Jinuo’s customary regulations due to their
function in Jinuo’s culture and psychology. It is forbidden to collect dry branches or
dead trees for fuelwood in the auspicious forests. Almost all the villages in the Jinuo
community still maintain auspicious forests.

Sacred forest
The Jinuo believe that forests on the top of ridges and hills are sacred or holy. Big
trees on ridges and hilltops, especially fig trees, are considered to be endowed with
the spirit of gods. Forests surrounding these big trees are also regarded as holy and
are preserved by local people. Even today these forests can still be seen in every Jinuo
village.

In addition to ridge and hilltop forests, the Jinuo consider springheads to be sa-
cred. The Jinuo call forests around springheads Chu and believe that mountain gods
live here. The area of a Chu can vary from several hundred square meters to more than
a hectare. All living things (wildlife, birds, arthropods, trees, shrubs, and grasses) as
well as non-living things (stones and soil) are protected and preserved in a Chu.

Plant taboos and totems (plants related to religious believes and worshipped by the
local people), and their surrounding localities can be also regarded as sacred forests
because of their similarity to sacred forests in traditional Jinuo culture. The high fig
tree (Ficus altissima), for example, is the Jinuo’s holy tree. A single tall fig tree can
form a small ‘forest’ with its numerous huge aerial roots. These small-scale sacred
forests are very common in the Jinuo community.

Shellac forest
Before 1970, shellac production was the most important source of cash income in
the Jinuo community. Trees serving as the host for shellac insects formed a special
agroforestry system. As a traditional non-timber forest product, shellac was managed
and harvested like a crop. A shellac forest was usually a part of a secondary fallow
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and was hence part of the swidden agroecosystem. The area covered by shellac for-
ests in the Jinuo community was about 1200 ha in the 1960s. Today, approximately
200 ha of shellac forests remain in the community. Common shellac host trees include
Dalbergia fusca and Ficus semi-cordata (Sena and Dule respectively) (Pierre 1991).

Traditionally, a couple of management methods were used for shellac forests,
although the ownership of shellac products belonged to individual household. Vil-
lagers could only manage shellac forests and harvest shellac after Ashius declared the
forest lands to be cleared for swidden cultivation. It was illegal to grow shellac insects
and to collect shellac product without Ashiu’s permission.

Village/clan boundary forest
There were clear boundary markers between villages in traditional Jinuo society, in
addition to the boundary between the Dai’s territory and Jinuo’s territory. The bound-
ary markers between lands belonging to different clans or tribes were found in the
Jinuo community. The boundary markers were determined by Ashius. They were
mostly ridges, valleys, small streams, good forests and rocky terraces. The markers
usually would become permanent greenbelts of 20–120 m width and with many trees.

The boundary markers were preserved by the Jinuo’s folk rules. Any behavior
to destroy or affect the greenbelts would be punished by Ashius and their assistants.
Big trees could be found in the greenbelts with many animals and plants living on
these trees. Now, the village boundary markers are still clear. They are preserved by
indigenous regulations.

Fire protection forest
It is important to establish ‘fire proof’ belts of vegetation when new forest land is
cleared and burned for swidden cultivation. The width of these ‘fire breaks’ varies
from several meters to more than 10 m. Like the swidden fields in traditional man-
agement system, the fire protection belts were defined by Ashius and Loubas. Schima
wallichii, a common fire-resistant tree, is a major component in fire protection forest.

Traditional fire protection belts do not exist anymore, because the forested lands
have been allocated to individual households for shifting cultivation. However, a new
style of fire protection belt has appeared in the community. The individual households
build fire protection belts through preserving useful trees but clearing grasses and
bushes in the forest understory. Only the owners of the fires protection belts can use
the trees from fire protection forests.

Burial forests
There is a burial forest in each clan territory. It is located toward the direction which
their ancestor came from (normally north of the village). When a Jinuo man dies, a
burial ceremony is organized in the burial forest by the eldest women (Zuomi-youka
or Youka) in the clan. Her words during the burial ceremony will refer to the land, the
forest, and the gods where the burial forest is located. Those are the objectives that
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the Jinuo people esteem and worship. Jinuo burial forests usually flourish. They can
be regarded as a kind of sacred forest. The Youkas hold the rules to prevent people
from damaging the burial forests.

Timber forest
Timber forest (Zuokelediaoyo) is the forest for timber production. As a relatively new
type of community forest, it started to appear in the Jinuo community in 1960s when
the local forestry department officially managed forests and forested lands in Xishu-
angbanna. Before the 1960s, the Jinuo people cut trees from the community forests
near their villages for construction and other uses. No permission was needed to cut
trees, except those in forbidden areas. When the timber forest started to appear, the
management system was the result of interaction between local government policies
and local regulations. The local government allocated forest lands into different types
such as swidden land, permanent farming land, water source forest, fuelwood forest,
etc. The management system followed both government decisions and local tradition-
al methods. Two leaders, the village leader and the clan or village headman (Ashiu),
played almost the same roles in timber forest management. Since the establishment of
timber forests, villagers have been limited to get timber from timber forest for house
construction, furniture and other uses.

Fuelwood forest
Similar to timber forests, the fuelwood forest is also a new community forest type
in the Jinuo community. Before the 1960s, because fuelwood resources were very
plentiful and the fuelwood could be collected easily in the whole community, there
was no limitation for fuelwood collection. Today, fuelwood resources are still rich
in the Jinuo community. To plan forestry management, the local forestry departments
allocate fuelwood forest lands to the villagers, where forest was not very good and the
trees were usually small. The general management regulations of fuelwood forests are
made by both the village leader and the clan headman. Very few problems related to
fuelwood forest management occur in the Jinuo community. In some villages where
quality of the forests is poorer, more attention will be paid to fuelwood resources.
The Jinuo people who live in lowland now cultivate Cassia siamea for fuelwood.
They learned this from the Dai people.

Swidden-fallow forest
The Jinuo have the tradition to allow their swidden fields a 13-year fallow stage.
In the suitable tropical bio-physical environment in the Jinuo community, swidden
fallow fields can be covered by secondary forest in 6–9 years, although the floris-
tic components are pioneer plant species such as Mallotus spp., Rhus chinensis and
Sapium discolor.

The swidden fallow forest was managed under the supervision of the Ashiu and
Louba historically. Only the Ashiu and Louba had the power to declare when, where,
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and how many forest lands would be used for swidden cultivation. Today, most of the
swidden lands have been allocated to individual households. However, the swidden-
fallow forests are regarded as community forests in some villages. The Jinuo people
allow the swidden field to regenerate while they clear other forest land for shifting
cultivation. This follows the traditional production management system.

Farming system and forest management

Shifting cultivation
As traditional swiddeners the Jinuo have developed a well-known swidden culture.
They traditionally classified swidden lands into three categories according to quality
and fertility: Zhexiao, Zhejiao, and Deta. Zhexiao land is characterized by low eleva-
tion, warm year round climate, flat or gentle slight slopes, and loose, deep and fertile
soils. Deta land is characterized by high elevations, cold in winters, steep slopes, and
shallow and infertile soils. Zhejiao means medium and is characterized by natural
conditions that vary between Zhexiao and Deta.

When the Jinuo cleared their lands for shifting cultivation, tree species with eco-
nomic and other values would be consciously preserved in the swidden fields. These
species included Schima wallichii (timber), Syzygium szemaoense (fruit), and Ficus
altissima (sacred tree). The presence of these trees in swiddens provided a favorable
environment for both the cultivator and agricultural crops. Today we consider this tra-
ditional swidden cultivation system to be a sustainable agroecosystem (Long 1995b;
Long et al. 1996, 1997).

Recent research on swidden agriculture in Jinuo community has shown that the
Jinuo people are general swidden cultivators although many other production forms
(for example, rubber and passion fruit plantation) have been introduced to the com-
munity. Swidden still plays a significant role in economics, ecology and culture.
Swidden fields provide the local people with more than 65% of subsistence. As many
Jinuo villagers told us in 1996, the Jinuo people cannot ignore shifting cultivation.
Otherwise it will be difficult for them to survive.

Traditional tea-gardens

A traditional tea-garden in Jinuo community is formed by planting tea (Camellia
sinensis var. assamica) seedlings under natural forest and by managing the system ex-
tensively (Pierre 1991). It looks like natural or primary forest from a distance. The tea-
garden is a kind of semi-artificial ecosystem and quite different from tea plantation
for commercial purpose.

A traditional tea-garden consists of tea trees, shade trees, useful plants maintained
in the garden by its owner, and other plants. Usually, tea tree is not the edificato in
tea-garden system, although it is an indicator of the system. There can be 283 vascular
plant species in a tea-garden with an area of 3 ha (Long and Wang 1996a). The shade
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trees are mostly useful species with high economic and cultural values. Edible plants
are the main component in the system. Some of them are multi-purpose, including
timber, medicine, forage and other uses. Fig trees, which have high cultural values in
Jinuo society, are the largest ones in the system.

Vertically, plants in tea-garden community can be divided into three layers. The
canopy is as high as 20–35 m, which provides around 25% of shade for the system.
The second layer is 1.5–8 m high, consisting of tea trees and young trees of the canopy
layer. The third layer is as low as 1.5 m, consisting of grasses, shrubs and seedlings
of trees. Epiphytes and climbers in the system are very abundant.

The functions of traditional tea-gardens in Jinuo community are multiple. Tea
from the traditional gardens has been the major source of cash income for hundreds of
years. Nowadays, tea is still the third biggest cash crop, after Chinese cardamom and
rubber, in the Jinuo society. In addition, traditional tea-gardens are quite significant
in biodiversity conservation, water source protection, environmental management and
traditional culture maintenance (Pierre 1991; Long and Wang 1996a).

Homegardens

The history of Jinuo’s homegarden is only about 150 years. Before 1950s, the area of
Jinuo’s homegardens was bigger than those nowadays. Local people call homegarden
as acuke, which means bamboo garden, because traditional Jinuo homegardens were
dominated and surrounded by bamboo.

There are 42 families, 87 genera and 105 species or varieties of cultivated plants
in a acuke, of which 63 species are edible plants, and 28 species are ornamental
plants (Wang 1994). It is an important feature that the Jinuo people have introduced
many wild plant species into their homegardens. For instance, they collected the
seedlings of Acasia mengaladena, Amorphophallus yuloensis, Caryota ochlandra,
Dracaena cochinchinensis, Croton laevigatus and Phoebe lanceolata from the for-
est lands and grow them in their gardens for food, ornament and medicine. With
trees, shrubs and herbs in one homegarden, it can be regarded as an agroforestry
system.

Traditionally, the Jinuo collected edible plants and other materials from the moun-
tains surrounding their villages. Acuke acted only as a convenient field to provide
some supplementary plant products before 1950s. Today, the Jinuo’s acuke possess a
supplementary but important position in their production and daily lives.

Chinese cardamom cultivation

Chinese cardamom (Amomum villosum), a traditional Chinese medicinal and culinary
herb, is now the most important cash crop in the Jinuo community. The cultivation
and dissemination of Chinese cardamom was initiated in the Jinuo community in
mid-1970s. The agroforestry model can be formulated as ‘natural forest + Chinese
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cardamom’. Chinese cardamom is cultivated under natural forest in moist valleys
by the Jinuo people, similar to that in eastern Nepal (Zomer and Menke 1993). The
degree of canopy cover reaches over 80%. Cardamom can grow and develop well
only in such a moist and shady environment.

The agroforestry system consisting of natural forest and herbs in the Jinuo com-
munity is an economically productive and stable forest management system. This
system maintains higher biodiversity. It is not a sustainable system, however, be-
cause the seedlings of other plant species are affected by human activities and by the
spreading clumps of Chinese cardamom (Long et al. 1999).

Chinese cardamom is grown not only in community forests but also in state forests
and national nature reserves. The relationship between its development and sustain-
able forest management is still an important project for further studies.

Conclusion

Because of their dependence on forests, the Jinuo people have developed a folk clas-
sification system of forests. They divide their community forests into eight categories.
The Jinuo people use different methods to manage different community forest types.
In the old times, traditional methods or folk regulations managed the forests and forest
land in the Jinuo community. This system was proven to be effective in community
forest management. Nowadays, governments at different levels take the responsibility
to control forests, while the folk rule carried out by village/clan headman and his
assistant (Ashiu and Louba) slightly modifies the ongoing management system.

The economic and land reforms, and the establishment of national nature reserves
after the 1960s have had both negative and positive implications for Jinuo land use.
On the negative side, the forestry policies limit the area of forest land available for
swidden cultivation, thereby aggravating already severe land shortages. In addition,
access to crucial forest products is being limited by government forestry policies. On
the positive side, by freeing agricultural production decisions and providing house-
hold forest and land tenure, the economic reforms provide a rudimentary framework
for facing the challenge of sustainable production under conditions of forest and land
shortage (Long et al. 1999).

Changes in policies have affected the management of community forests. For in-
stance, official permission from the village committee is necessary to live in commu-
nity forests, which was free for the villagers before 1960s. The history of community
forest management in the Jinuo society is the process from clan system (carried out by
Ashius and Loubas), to the People’s commune system (by central and local govern-
ment), and to local government system modified by traditional system (by township
leader and village leaders, and Ashius and Loubas).

Two forest categories, the timber forest and fuelwood forest, have been added to
the Jinuo’s community forests since 1960s. Their appearance, however, is a symbol
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that available forests have become less and less. Firstly, the total area of community
forests decreased in the Jinuo community in the past 40 years. This resulted from
the declaration of a national nature reserve which occupied about one sixth of their
territory, rubber plantation, commercial landuse in the lowland, and clearing forests
to meet the shortage of forest land for swidden cultivation. Secondarily, the quality
of community forests declined rapidly in some villages in recent years. The floristic
characteristics of the community forest indicates that the pioneer plant species occupy
a large proportion while the original forest component is decreasing.

Discussions and recommendations

The present community forest management system is facing the increasingly difficult
challenge of sustainable development in the Jinuo community. The community forest
is declining because of the above mentioned reasons as well as the cultural changes,
which shook the Jinuo’s foundation of management system so that the traditional reg-
ulations lost their power rapidly. Although the government policies can standardize
the management system, it cannot help resolve the dilemma of effective management.
The indigenous management system of community forests in the Jinuo community
have formed and developed for hundreds of years. Under the supervision of clan head-
man (Ashiu) and his assistant (Louba), the Jinuo villagers have been abiding by the
indigenous management regulations. The indigenous community forest management
has become a part of the Jinuo’s traditional culture. When the present management
system does not work very well, people start to re-think the functions of traditional
culture in development. It is necessary to strengthen indigenous community forest
management system in the Jinuo community, based on the recent research.

Xishuangbanna, including the Jinuo community, is one of the most important
biological hot-spots in China. It takes its distinctive position in tropical forests and
biodiversity conservation. It is obvious that there is a very close relationship be-
tween biodiversity conservation and community forests. Better community forest
management will improve biodiversity conservation in the region. Conversely, poor
community forest management will result in negative reaction to the conservation of
biodiversity. Community forests and biodiversity in the area are the guarantee to con-
serve local agroecosystems, their productivity, stability, sustainability, and diversity.
The co-management of both community forest and biodiversity will produce high
benefits economically, ecologically and socially.

Community forests are green islands scattered in swidden agroecosystems in the
Jinuo community. They spread seeds into the farming lands, and provide the local
swiddeners with water, forest products and forest culture. Before the 1960s, when the
community forest area was large and the quality was good, the swidden agroecosys-
tem in the Jinuo community was stable and sustainable. Ecologically, more forest,
more biodiversity and rational management and uses of natural resources will result
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in a more sustainable ecosystem in a given area. In the swidden agroecosystem such
as the area where the Jinuo live, community forests are the foundation of survival and
development. To a great extent, sustainability of swidden agroecosystem depends on
more community forests.

Communities frequently have an intimate knowledge or their physical environ-
ment and natural resources, including community forests. The management and uti-
lization of these resources, therefore, have been integrated indigenous knowledge.
Building resource management and development strategies based on indigenous
knowledge and interests can strengthen government efforts. Studies from the case site
provide better experiences of community forest management, developed by the Jinuo
people. Forestry and environmental policy makers and program managers should
make deep investigation before they issue a new policy and project. A new generation
of community forest management policies is required to authorize informal forest
users groups and reempower the traditional resource management institutions of lo-
cal societies. If the customary or traditional management systems are still working
well, (non-)government officials will require more flexibility to combine traditional
systems with ongoing development of resource management.
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